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OBJECT OF THE GAME
Stuffed Fables is a cooperative adventure game for 2-4
players. Players take on the roles of a young girl’s stuffed
animals, who are tasked with protecting the child from
the minions that lurk under her bed. Using teamwork,
courage, compassion, and a little luck, the stuffies will
explore their way through a series of interactive stories.

COMPONENTS
1 Rulebook
1 Storybook
40 Card Discovery Deck
1 Sideboard
6 Stuffy Figures
17 Minion Figures
35 Dice
1 Dice Bag
15 Buttons
6 Character Cards
29 Lost Cards
10 Sleep Cards
47 Item Cards
12 Minion Cards
7 Environment Cards
34 Status Cards
4 Reference Cards
32 Stuffing Tokens
16 Heart Tokens
4 Objective Tokens
4 Lost Tokens
1 Bookmark Token
1 Red Wagon Token
1 Train Token
1 Door Token
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STORYBOOK
THE BIG GIRL BED
3-1
The bookkeeper reads the following:
Mommy and Daddy exchanged nervous glances as they
watched their little girl climb into her new big girl bed.
It was a beautiful bed of purple and blue, with a fancy
headboard, and the little girl had fallen in love with it
the moment she first saw it. They had brought it home in
a big box, and Daddy spent the afternoon in the garage
assembling it. She had napped in it a couple times
already, but this was the first night it would replace her
crib. Mommy cried a little that day when Daddy took the
crib apart. The little girl felt strangely sad too when she
watched Daddy pack the crib away in the attic. But she
was a big girl now, and this was a big girl’s bed.
Her parents tucked her in, and Daddy stroked her hair
while Mommy, with a lump in her throat, sang a sweet
bedtime song. When they tiptoed away, they left the
bedroom door cracked open, and inside the room everything
grew still. The little girl’s breathing slowed. The kitty clock
on the wall tick-tocked.
Tick-tock...
One by one, all of the lights in the house went out, and soon
Mommy and Daddy were in bed.
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“This is it,” said Stitch. “This is what we signed up for.
Before now we were merely companions, our young charge
protected by the magic of her crib. But tonight she sleeps in
a big girl bed, and so at last our service begins in true. He
will come for her, and we will protect her.”

STITCH’S FABLE:

THE CONTENTED CATERPILLAR

“Who will come, Mr. Stitch?”

A little green caterpillar loved eating upon his green
leaf so much, that when his friends all began to change
into chrysalises, he declined saying, “I don’t care for
change and so will just sit here eating my green leaf.”

“Crepitus. The Nightmare King. He will send his minions
for this sweet child and only we will be able to protect her.”
The very thought of it made the old doll puff up his chest in
pride.

But when his friends became butterf lies and f lew
away, the little caterpillar grew lonely. And when the
butterf lies returned several days later, they each had
an amazing story to tell about their adventures in the
wide world.

“Crepitus,” wondered Theadora. “I didn’t think he was
real.”
“Could we pay someone else to do it?” whispered Lumpy.
“Much safer that way.”

“I see now what I have missed by avoiding change,” said
the caterpillar sadly. “I have loved my leaf, but I have
missed out on even greater happiness.”

“I think it might be wise,” Stitch suggested, “to split up and
search the house for provisions. Thea?”
“I trust your advice on this, Mr. Stitch,” said Theadora.
“Let’s do it.”
Gather the discovery cards for this story and without
looking at them, place them in a face down stack near
the play area.

Theadora Stuffins sat up in the new big girl bed, and
giving a stretch, marveled at her surroundings. What had
happened to the crib? She rubbed her glass eyes and leaned
over to make sure the little girl slept soundly.

Go to page 5, section 5-1.

“I don’t know, Lump,” said Theadora. “It was like this when
I woke up.”

“I like it!” Flops declared. “It’s nice and bouncy.”
“Flops!” hissed Theadora. “Knock off all the jumping. You
know better!”

CHARACTER CARD

4

5

3

4
5

MINION CARD

1

CRAWLY

2

1-3: RUSH
6

1

3

4-6: CLICKETY
3

Outsmart: Use this ability before attacking
with Stitch. Add 1 yellow die to your attack roll.

Distract: Use this ability when a normal
minion is being activated. Remove a yellow
die stored on this card and skip that minion’s
activation.
Focus: Use this ability instead of performing a
yellow skill test with Stitch. Automatically pass
that test.

5

5
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“What has happened, Mr. Stitch?” asked Theadora.

3
3

2. Threat Track

4

9

“So it has happened at last,” said Stitch. They turned to
see the frayed old-timer hobble towards them. Stitch had
already served under the girl’s mother during her Growing
Years. He had a limp, and mismatched button eyes, but the
others dearly loved the wise old doll.

Insight: Use this ability after rolling dice for Stitch. You
may re-roll 1 or more yellow dice. You must keep your
second roll result.
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“I’m scared,” Lumpy whispered. Flops landed between the
two of them with a giggle, her long ears f lying all around.

STITCH

1. Group Task Track

2
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“Where are we, Thea?” asked a droopy voice. “Where did
all the bars go?” Lumpy the stuffed elephant looked around
with anxious concern.
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Note: In this story Piggle and Lionel are not available for a
player to choose as her stuffy. (You’ve not yet met them.)

Tick-tock...

SIDEBOARD

1

1

6

3

5

2
5

1

3
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After this crawly attacks, move
it 3 spaces toward the closest
space.

NORMAL
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1. Name

4. Die Storage Slot

1. Name

4. Defense

2. Active Ability

5. Stuffing Storage Slot

2. Type

5. Miniature Base Shape

3. Earned Abilities

6. Heart Storage Slot

3. Actions

DISCOVERY DECK

ECK

VERY D

Story 1
DISCO

1

This is the discovery deck. Do NOT rearrange or look through
these cards. These cards are arranged and divided (by divider
cards) into stories. Each story in the Storybook will instruct
players to collect the discovery cards that belong to that story
and to set them aside. As the story plays out, players will be
instructed to retrieve specific cards from these set aside cards.
After each story, any discovered cards are added to their
respective decks unless instructed otherwise. At the end of a
story, any cards that were not discovered are then added to
their respective decks so that they’re available for future stories.
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DICE

1

Ranged Weapon (4)

2
6

4

RUBBER BANDS
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1. Name

"Warning! Warning! System failure imminent!”
cried the robot. “Self-destruct in 5... 4... 3...”
CHOICE: Do you run or try to defuse the bot?
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1

LOST CARD

Ticking Toy Bomb

2

3. Range Value

6

+1

4. Equipment Slot

BONUS: When performing a ranged
attack, add 1 to green die results.
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If this stuffy has a purple
die stored, discard it. This
stuffy cannot use or store
purple dice.
Remove this status by
passing a blue skill test
difficulty 4 or by an
adjacent stuffy’s passing a
blue skill test difficulty 2.

6. Effect

ENVIRONMENT CARDS

DARKNESS/LOW VISIBILITY

1. Name
2. Effect

3. Effect
The range value of all equipped cards
becomes 1. Players may spend 1 or more
yellow dice before performing a ranged
attack to increase the range of that
attack by a number equal to the result
rolled. A weapon cannot exceed its
printed range value.

If you try to defuse the bot: Perform a yellow
skill test difficulty 3. Pass: "Repair Successful"
said Robbie and he gave you valuable data.
Remove up to 2 threat dice from the threat
track. Put all dice in the discard pool back in
the bag. Fail (or cannot): At the end of your
turn, all stuffies within 3 spaces of this space
receive 3 damage.

2

SLEEP CARDS

STATUS CARDS

WORRIED

5. Keywords

2. Story

If you run: Move your stuffy 4 spaces.

1

1. Name
2. Type

Paws • Household • Study

1

ITEM CARD

1. Name

2

2. Effect

Restless

Sleeping

Waking

OTHER COMPONENTS

Buttons

Bookmark Token
4

Stuffing Tokens

Objective Tokens

Heart Tokens

Lost Tokens

Story Specific Tokens

GAME SETUP
5

5

Defensive Strike: Use this ability before
attacking with Lumpy. Add 1 blue die to your
attack roll.

Words of Motivation: Use this ability any time
a player draws dice. That player may return all
dice just drawn to the bag and redraw.

Reinforced Stitching: Use this ability when
Lumpy would lose 3 or more stuffing all at once.
Lumpy loses 2 stuffing instead.

Persevere: Choose a stuffy. Remove 1 or more
status cards from the chosen stuffy.

Protect: Use this ability when another stuffy
would lose stuffing. Lumpy may lose 1 or more
of that stuffing instead.

Versatile: Once per turn, when taking a turn with
Theadora, you may swap 1 of your attribute dice for an
attribute die in the discard pool.

THEADORA

10
4

LUMPY

1

Tough: Use this ability after rolling dice for Lumpy.
You may re-roll 1 or more blue dice. You must keep your
second roll result.

Resourcefulness: Use this ability when a player
rolls attribute dice. That player may re-roll 1 or
more of those dice.
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3-1
The bookkeeper reads the following:
Mommy and Daddy exchanged nervous glances as they
watched their little girl climb into her new big girl bed.
It was a beautiful bed of purple and blue, with a fancy
headboard, and the little girl had fallen in love with it
the moment she first saw it. They had brought it home in
a big box, and Daddy spent the afternoon in the garage
assembling it. She had napped in it a couple times
already, but this was the first night it would replace her
crib. Mommy cried a little that day when Daddy took the
crib apart. The little girl felt strangely sad too when she
watched Daddy pack the crib away in the attic. But she
was a big girl now, and this was a big girl’s bed.
Her parents tucked her in, and Daddy stroked her hair
while Mommy, with a lump in her throat, sang a sweet
bedtime song. When they tiptoed away, they left the
bedroom door cracked open, and inside the room everything
grew still. The little girl’s breathing slowed. The kitty clock
on the wall tick-tocked.
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THE BIG GIRL BED

Tick-tock...
One by one, all of the lights in the house went out, and soon
Mommy and Daddy were in bed.
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“This is it,” said Stitch. “This is what we signed up for.
Before now we were merely companions, our young charge
protected by the magic of her crib. But tonight she sleeps in
a big girl bed, and so at last our service begins in true. He
will come for her, and we will protect her.”
“Who will come, Mr. Stitch?”
“Crepitus. The Nightmare King. He will send his minions
for this sweet child and only we will be able to protect her.”
The very thought of it made the old doll puff up his chest in
pride.
“Crepitus,” wondered Theadora. “I didn’t think he was
real.”
“Could we pay someone else to do it?” whispered Lumpy.
“Much safer that way.”
“I think it might be wise,” Stitch suggested, “to split up and
search the house for provisions. Thea?”

STITCH’S FABLE:

THE CONTENTED CATERPILLAR
A little green caterpillar loved eating upon his green
leaf so much, that when his friends all began to change
into chrysalises, he declined saying, “I don’t care for
change and so will just sit here eating my green leaf.”
But when his friends became butterf lies and f lew
away, the little caterpillar grew lonely. And when the
butterf lies returned several days later, they each had
an amazing story to tell about their adventures in the
wide world.
“I see now what I have missed by avoiding change,” said
the caterpillar sadly. “I have loved my leaf, but I have
missed out on even greater happiness.”

“I trust your advice on this, Mr. Stitch,” said Theadora.
“Let’s do it.”
Gather the discovery cards for this story and without
looking at them, place them in a face down stack near
the play area.

Theadora Stuffins sat up in the new big girl bed, and
giving a stretch, marveled at her surroundings. What had
happened to the crib? She rubbed her glass eyes and leaned
over to make sure the little girl slept soundly.

Go to page 5, section 5-1.

“I don’t know, Lump,” said Theadora. “It was like this when
I woke up.”

“I like it!” Flops declared. “It’s nice and bouncy.”
“Flops!” hissed Theadora. “Knock off all the jumping. You
know better!”
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“What has happened, Mr. Stitch?” asked Theadora.

STITCH

1

5

FLOPS
Dodge: Use this ability before rolling a green
die to defend with Flops. Double the value of
your roll result.

Distract: Use this ability when a normal
minion is being activated. Remove a yellow
die stored on this card and skip that minion’s
activation.

Leap: Use this ability during Flops’s turn.
Choose a space within 4 spaces and sight of
Flops. Place Flops on the chosen space.

To set up a game of Stuffed Fables, follow these steps:
1. Each player chooses a stuffy character card and its
matching figure and places 5 stuffing tokens on that
character card (light side up).
Note: If playing the 2 player game, players may
choose to control 2 stuffies each. For the purpose of
interpreting rules, a player with two stuffies is treated
as 2 players with 2 separate turns.
2. Put all of the attribute (purple, blue, green, red and
yellow) dice into the dice bag. Then add a number of
stuffing (white) dice equal to the number of stuffies
in play plus 1 and add the same number of threat
(black) dice.
3. Shuffle the item cards and form an item deck.
4. Shuffle the Lost cards and form a Lost deck.
5. Create a face-up pile of boss minion cards, then shuffle
the remaining minion cards and form a minion deck.
When you set up for your first game, you will not have
any boss minion cards.

3

4
5

1

Agile: Use this ability after rolling dice for Flops. You may
re-roll 1 or more green dice. You must keep your second
roll result.

Outsmart: Use this ability before attacking
with Stitch. Add 1 yellow die to your attack roll.

Focus: Use this ability instead of performing a
yellow skill test with Stitch. Automatically pass
that test.

5
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“So it has happened at last,” said Stitch. They turned to
see the frayed old-timer hobble towards them. Stitch had
already served under the girl’s mother during her Growing
Years. He had a limp, and mismatched button eyes, but the
others dearly loved the wise old doll.

Insight: Use this ability after rolling dice for Stitch. You
may re-roll 1 or more yellow dice. You must keep your
second roll result.
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“I’m scared,” Lumpy whispered. Flops landed between the
two of them with a giggle, her long ears f lying all around.
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“Where are we, Thea?” asked a droopy voice. “Where did
all the bars go?” Lumpy the stuffed elephant looked around
with anxious concern.
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2
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Note: In this story Piggle and Lionel are not available for a
player to choose as her stuffy. (You’ve not yet met them.)

Tick-tock...

1

5

Perfect Agility: Use this ability instead of
performing a green skill test with Flops.
Automatically pass that test.

6. Form the sleep deck by doing the following:
Shuffle the Waking sleep card with 2 random sleep
cards and set them face-down next to the play area.
Shuffle the rest of the sleep cards and place them facedown on top of this deck.
7. Place status cards, buttons, stuffing tokens, heart
tokens, etc. in an easy to reach place.
8. Place the Storybook in the center of the play area, and
put the sideboard to the right side of it.
9. Choose a player to be the first bookkeeper. Give that
player the bookmark token. She will take the first turn
and play will proceed to the left.
10. Choose a story from the Storybook, open it to that
story’s start page and read the first section.
(If this is your first time playing, start with the first
story: The Big Girl Bed.)
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PAGE SETUP
Each page of the book will give players some instructions on how to set it up. Below are some
general instructions on how to read a game map and how to generate an encounter.

READING A MAP

1

2

2. Colored Lines: To move across a solid colored
line, a player must use a die of a color matching
the line color to move her stuffy.

4

5

1. Search Difficulty: This is the target number to
successfully search the map.

3. The Lost: See the Lost section below for details.
4. Points of Interest: See the points of interest
section below for details.
5. Stuffy Start Space: Stuffy figures come into play
on or adjacent (orthogonally or diagonally) to this
space.

4
8

8
3

4
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6. Minion Start Space: When encountering
minions, their figures come into play on or
adjacent to this space.
7. Vendors: See the vendors section below
for details.
8. Bracketed Space: These spaces are used for
counting range. A figure cannot move onto one
of these spaces unless directed by the Storybook.

The Lost

Points of Interest

The spaces containing a icon will have a token
placed in them at some point during the page. Spaces
with tokens offer opportunities to interact with some
of the Lost (lost toys that are citizens of the Fall). If a
stuffy starts, ends or moves over a space with a token,
end that stuffy’s movement, pause that stuffy’s turn,
and discard the token. The player on the left of the active
player draws a Lost card and reads it aloud. The card
will usually offer choices that give the stuffies a chance
to help needy denizens. This often rewards the stuffies,
but sometimes a simple thanks is all they get. Such is the
nature of giving. Stuffies can always choose to walk away
with no effect unless the card specifies one. DO NOT
READ THE RESULT UNTIL THE CHOICE HAS BEEN
MADE. After the card resolves, unless directed otherwise,
resume play.

The spaces containing a symbol are points of
interest that can be explored. If a stuffy starts, ends,
or moves over an explorable on its turn, end that
stuffy’s movement, pause that stuffy’s turn, and read
the matching entry in the Storybook. Then, unless
directed otherwise, resume play. Most symbols can
only be explored once. symbols that include a can be
explored multiple times.
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Vendors
symbols represent an opportunity to trade with a
local collector. The first time a stuffy enters each space
with a symbol, end that stuffy’s movement, pause
that stuffy’s turn, and reveal 4 cards from the item
deck. Players on or adjacent to this space can trade for
one or more of the 4 cards by spending one button or
discarding one item card for each card they want to
receive. Leave the remaining cards near the map for
further trading until play moves to a new page of the
Storybook, then shuffle them back into the item deck.

LEAVING A PAGE
When leaving a page, remove any remaining minions and
tokens on that page from play and move all stuffy figures
to their cards. If the Storybook directs you to leave a page,
unless stated otherwise, finish the current player’s turn
before leaving.

GENERATING AN ENCOUNTER
Minions (the game’s enemies) will enter play when the
Storybook instructs players to generate an encounter.
There are 2 types of encounters that the Storybook will
instruct players to generate:
Random Encounter
Named Encounter

Random Encounter
To generate a random encounter,
shuffle the minion deck. Deal a number
of cards equal to the number of stuffies
in play face-up in a column near the
sideboard. Place each of the figures
for those minions on or adjacent to
any space(s) marked with
. The
bookkeeper chooses which of these
spaces to place each figure on.

Named Encounter
A named encounter is an encounter that tells
players exactly which and how many of each minion will
be put into play. When generating a named encounter,
search through the minion deck and face-up boss minion
cards and collect the minions to be put into play.
Note: If a leader minion could be chosen for the
encounter, it must be chosen. Shuffle those minion cards
and deal them face-up in a column near the sideboard.
Then place the figures for those minions on or adjacent
to any space(s) marked with
. The bookkeeper chooses
which of these spaces to place each figure on.

Encountering a Boss
When adding a boss type minion to play, place a number
of stuffing tokens (dark side up) on that boss’s card equal
to the number of stuffies in play. When a boss would
be defeated, instead remove 1 dark stuffing from its
card. When it has no dark stuffing on its card, it is then
defeated and removed from play.
7

PLAYER TURN
On a player’s turn, she does the following steps in order.
1. Draw Dice
2. Find Stuffing
3. Place Threat
4. Perform Actions
Move
Reserve
Encourage
Skill Test
Group Task
Attack
Search
5. Discard Dice

4. PERFORM ACTIONS
All of the remaining colored dice in front of you may be
utilized to perform actions. To perform an action, you
must spend a die of the appropriate color. To spend a die:
Roll that die, resolve its effect, then discard it. Just as with
white stuffing dice, each die may be rolled separately,
or multiple of the same color (or purple) may be rolled
together as 1 roll. On your turn, you may perform as many
actions as you like, as many times as you like, so long as
you still have the appropriate dice available to spend. The
actions that can be performed with each die type are
as follows.
Any Color Attribute Dice
Move across dotted lines or move across solid lines
matching the color of die being rolled.
Reserve (a die)
Encourage (a stuffy)
Perform a skill test of the matching color
Contribute to the group task of the matching color

6. Check Threat

1. DRAW DICE
Draw 5 dice out of the dice bag and place them in front
of you. If there are fewer than 5 dice in the bag, draw the
remaining dice from the bag, then move all of the dice in
the discard pool back to the bag, then complete your draw.

Red Attribute Dice
Melee Attack
Green Attribute Dice
Ranged Attack

2. FIND STUFFING
Roll your white dice to find stuffing. Each die
may be rolled separately, or multiple may be
rolled together as 1 roll (to achieve a higher roll
result). After each roll, if the roll result was equal to or
higher than your stuffy’s remaining number of stuffing,
gain 1 stuffing and then discard that die (or dice), by
moving it to the discard pool. There is no limit to the
number of stuffing a stuffy can have.

3. PLACE THREAT
Place all of your black dice on the threat track,
starting at the top.
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Yellow Attribute Dice
Search
Blue Attribute Dice
No Unique Action
Purple Attribute Dice
Substitute in for any color of attribute die.

ppening my friends?” Mr. Stitch
sed through yet another hallway.
ed the Fall forever. Even if we do not
le will not accept Crepitus’ cruel

Move
an not survive?” Lumpy
gasped.

.

73-3

if those pauses were enough time to leap to
a pot, then over to the exit? It would be a
treacherous leap, but what other choice did
you have?

You recognized the types of mechanical parts you saw.
“Snatchers!” you called to the others. “Crepitus has enough
parts to make hundreds of them!”
Gain 1 heart. 2

is no longer available.

Spend any color dice to move your stuffy up to a
number of spaces equal to the roll result.

yway?” asked Flops. “I’m imagining

Stuffies may be moved diagonally and/or orthogonally.

A stuffy
ith fire,” Theadora answered.
“It can only move on the grid. A stuffy cannot
move
onto bracketed spaces.).
hey can be made into other
things.”

Skill Test
2

You teetered on the edge of a massive, empty
smelting pot, and looked down to see the
Sometimes there
is athat
skill
test
available
tometal.
perform.
molds
were
being
filled with
The Skill
tests have a color
and
a target
difficulty
number
and are
whole
operation
seemed
crude, but
there was
familiar about the shape of the
represented likesomething
so:
mold...
Make a yellow/perception skill test,
difficulty 4.

A stuffy may be moved through a space containing
nd they could hear the sounds
around. And they came upon
a
another
stuffy, but cannot end its movement on that
with giant metal pots that
moved
space. on

A stuffy cannot be movedTHEADORA
through a space containing a

ggle, pointing to an iron minion.
catwalk that
Versatile: Once per turn, when taking a turn with
But the way was treacherous and
Theadora, you may swap 1 of your attribute dice for an
attribute die in the discard pool.
A stuffy can only be moved
across a solid colored line if
t a careful watch.

you used that color of die and/or
purple dice to move.
Resourcefulness: Use this ability when a player
rolls attribute dice. That player may re-roll 1 or
more of those dice.

Note: Solid white lines cannot be crossed.

space marked withReserve
. Each
y figure adjacent to Knuckle.

Persevere: Choose a stuffy. Remove 1 or more
status cards from the chosen stuffy.

Instead
of spending a die, you
Words of Motivation: Use this ability any time
e indicated spaces.
a player draws dice. That player may return all
may
reserve
it. A reserved die
5
dice just drawn to the bag and redraw.
is
stored
on
your
stuffy’s card.
ncounter. (Knuckle counts as a
There is no need to roll a die
you
are
reserving.
A
reserved
die can be spent to defend
nd Fire environment cards
against damage or can be spent on one of your future
turns. You cannot reserve a die if there is already one on
your stuffy’s card.

PASS: Go to section 73-3
FAIL: No effect.
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You were delicately balancing yourself on the
To perform a skill
test you must spend any number of the
edge of a smelting pot filled with bubbling,
appropriate color
of
dice Even
(or purple).
If your
rollwas
result
fiery liquid.
up on the edge,
the heat
meets or exceeds
that targetand
number,
resolve
the pass
overwhelming,
looking down
you gasped
when
you Otherwise
saw your fur begin
to singe.
effect of that skill
test.
resolve
the You
fail effect.
needed
You automatically
failtoamove!
skill test if you are required to
make one but do
have the
Gonot
to section
73-2.appropriate dice.

There are 4 places that players can look to see if there are
The little girl tossed in her sleep, and her
skill tests available.
pillow slid to the f loor with a light thump!

KS OF BRAMBLEBUM
25-2

In the factory, the smelting pots jumped and
Storybook Special
Rules: Sometimes the Storybook
swayed by an unseen force.
will instruct players to make a skill test.
Restless

25

Place a trapped status card on any stuffy on
Status Cards:
Many status cards have a skill test that
a space that has at least 1 green line border.
must be passed to remove them.

Environment Cards: Some environment cards
require players to make a skill test to interact with the
environment.
Explore the
symbols.

those stored on cards,
to the dice
Encourage
You climbed the tree, just high enough to pull the soldier’s
ion deck. The bookkeeper passes
foot free. She fell to the ground with a thud.
Lost Cards: Some Lost cards require players to make a
a stuffy, choose another player’s stuffy and
ayer on her left andTo
theencourage
new
skill test. First Surge: Go to section 25-3.
Sliding down the tree you asked, “What was that group of
do 1 of the following:
ollowing:
buildings I saw up there?” pointing to the east.
Group Task Additional Surges: Reveal a sleep card.
ver bank, soggy, and feeling
lost.1 of your dice on that stuffy’s card, just as you
Store
“That’s an outsiders camp,” she answer. “Toys and such that
e sat up and took a look at
their with your
would
own stuffy when reserving a die. If
Sometimes there
a group
available
perform.
Theis
stuffies
stoodtask
before
Marietta’stohut,
the
would rather live free than work for Crepitus.
e back in the Bramblebum, lying by
that
stuffy
already
has
a
die
stored
on
its
card,
discard
forest
leaning
in
at
them,
and
in
the
distance
Group
tasks
are
similar
to
skill
tests,
except
multiple
players
y it formed a small mere. Theadora
Gain 1 heart.
heard turns
the baying
of hounds.
Flops
gave
thearea,
previously
stored
die.
can contribute they
on their
by rolling
the
appropriate
be pulled into this shallow
for
a knock on the door but no response ever
er fell away into a seriesDiscard
of raging any color
choosing to place them on the group task
If there
are nogive
minions
play, and
would like to gocolored dice then
die and
thatinstuffy
1 ofyou
your
came. “Perhaps we should enter for safety?”
to the outsider’s camp, go to page 27, section 27-1.
track. When the
total
dice Theadora
on the group
track
stuffing.
suggestedofStitch.
walkedtask
around
the equals
ty?” asked Lumpy as he found his
or exceeds the task’s
target
difficulty
number,
discard
them,
structure and discovered something familiar
–
an
old
red
wagon!
and resolve the task’s pass effect. Unlike skill tests, group
There was a low, rumbling growl and several mongrels
tasks cannot fail.
Stuffies can contribute to group tasks
ed Stitch, who was helping Flops
Look through the item deck. Take the Red
slunk into the clearing, baring their fangs.
tuffing. “It is made of the tears of
from anywhereWagon
on theitem
map,
unless
directed
otherwise
by
card
and place
it in reach
of all
the
Storybook.
players, then shuffle the item deck.
SETUP

1

25-3

“But... but there’s so much of it! All

aid Flops. “It’s not as bad as all that.
ears as well.”

Generate an encounter of a number of mongrels equal
to the number of stuffies in play.

25-4

t all,” offered Theadora.

The hut was empty.

tle girl tried to climb her bookshelf
ried. But she learned from the
at she used a step-stool to reach the

“I hope Marietta is okay,” whispered Lumpy.

eed. “There is great beauty in
er from it, and each time sorrow
hes us to better appreciate

mpy said, wiping his eyes. “I’m just
ttle girl right now.”

. “Let’s get going so we can see her

“It doesn’t look good,” Stitch admitted. The hut, a cluttered
mess under normal circumstances, appeared to have had all
of its contents thrown about and smashed, and there was no
sign of the old corn husk doll. Flops f lipped over a wooden
bowl, and from underneath came a frightened squeak.
“Marietta’s little mouse!” Theadora exclaimed. The little toy
mouse sped toward a hiding place on its tiny wheels, before
running out of energy and rolling to a halt. The empty hole
in its back signaled that its winding key was missing.
“What a cutie!” said Lumpy. “This little fellow needs
looking after. I’m going to call him Squee,” said Lumpy with

the hut requires a red/strength
1Entering
group task, difficulty 13. Only stuffies

1

adjacent to the door can contribute to this
group task.

2
3
4
5
6
7

PASS: Remove the door token. You may

2enter and exit the hut freely.

2

Lumpy
the party
“Er,wants
sorry totobehelp
a bother,”
said abust
voiceopen
abovethe door to
the hut.
rollsup
a 5you
onsaw
onean
of action
his redfigure
dice and adds it
you. He
Looking
combat
fatigues
hanging upside
to thedressed
groupintask
track.
Unfortunately,
his roll wasn't
down
a twisting,
thornyIfbranch.
enough
tofrom
succeed
at the task.
he hasShe
another red die,
sheepishly.
“Been
stuck up
or a grinned
purple die,
he could
continue
tohere
addfor
to the task.
she said. “Is there any way you could
3ages,”
help me down?”
Climbing up to help requires a green/
agility skill test, difficulty 7.
PASS: Go to section 25-2
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Melee Attack

Attacking a Boss

In order to perform a melee attack, a stuffy must be
equipped with a melee weapon. To perform a melee
attack, choose a target minion. The target must be in a
space adjacent to the attacking stuffy without any colored
lines in between them (see diagram). Roll any number
of red dice. If the roll result meets or exceeds the target
minion’s defense value, that minion is defeated. When a
minion is defeated, remove it from play by removing its
figure from the map and discarding its card. The stuffy
that defeated it receives 1 button. If the target minion
was a leader or boss, the stuffy also receives a courageous
status card.

When a boss would be defeated by an
attack, instead remove 1 dark stuffing
from its card. When it has no dark stuffing
on its card, it is then defeated and removed from play.

A

Search
Most maps have a search icon in the upper right corner of
the map along with a target number. To search, spend any
number of yellow dice. If your roll result meets or exceeds
the target search number, draw an item card. When
drawing an item card (excepting party items) you may
either equip the card to your stuffy or trade it to another
player (who must then immediately equip it to her stuffy).
When drawing a party item card put it in reach of all
players. All players can freely use party items and there is
no limit to the number you can have in play.

Equipment Slots
Each stuffy has 4 equipment slots: Head, Body, Paws and
Accessory. A stuffy cannot have 2 items equipped that
both have the same equipment slot icon.

B

Body
LETTER OPENER
PLASTIC HELMET
Armor
Melee
Weapon CLAY LID
PLAY
PLEATHER
VEST

Armor

Lumpy cannot attack crawly A with his Meat Mallet
because a stuffy cannot perform a melee attack across a
colored line. Thea can attack crawly B with her Letter
Opener. The colored lines do not fully block her attack.
Note: When a minion is defeated, leave the black threat
dice on the threat track.

Armor

Head

Accessory

Paws

Example: Theadora is equipped with the Letter Opener.
Theadora finds the Scissors item card. Since both cards
have the paws icon, Theadora cannot equip both of these
items. If Theadora would like to equip the Scissors she
must discard the Letter Opener.

Party Items

Party items are not equipped
to a stuffy, but are put into
Miscellaneous
Ranged Attack
play within reach of all players.
+
+
A ranged attack works just like a melee attack except a
+
+ Party+items are treated as if
they are equipped to all of the
BONUS:
defending,
stuffy must be equipped with a ranged
weapon,When
a ranged
attack uses green dice, and the attack add
may cross
solid
stuffies simultaneously. There
1 to blue die results.
colored lines (except solid white lines) to target a minion BONUS: When
performing
melee
no
limit to the
number
BONUS: Whenisadefending,
add
1 to of
BONUS: When defending,
that is a number of spaces away from the
attacking
Discard
thisstuffy
helmet to
party
items
that can be in play.
attack,
add
1thistocardred
die results.
blue
die
When
defending
Party
Place
face up results.
add 1 to purple
dieItem:
results.
up to the weapon’s range.
ignore all damage to this stuffyon the sleep deck. The next time

1

TRICYCLE

1

1

1

2

you would
reveal a sleep card,
against
a ranged attack, add 2 to blue
discard this card instead.
stuffy
cannot become
soggy.
from aThis
single
source.
die results instead of 1.
Party Item

AHead
Flops can attack crawly A on the bed with her Archery Set
because it is a ranged weapon with a range of 6.
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Paws • Household • Study • Pry
Body
Accessory

Bonuses and Using Purple Dice

5. DISCARD DICE

Various cards and effects can give bonuses to your die
rolls. In most cases, these bonuses apply only to dice of a
certain color. In all cases, bonuses are applied after effects
that change a die result.

Discard all of your remaining dice.

6. CHECK THREAT

PLACE THAT LIES BEYOND
Purple dice may be used in place of any other attribute die.
However, purple dice do not benefit from any bonuses
except for those granted specifically to purple dice.
Reveal a sleep card. (Learn Core Rule:
‘Sleep Deck’ on page XX of the rulebook
or scan the QR code.)

If there are minions in play… and the number of dice on
7
the threat track equals or exceeds the number of minions
in play, the minions take a turn (see pg. 12).
If there are no minions in play… and the number of dice
on the threat track equals or exceeds the number of
stuffies in play,Get
resolve
in are
order.
to the the
train.list
If below
all stuffies
on the

those stored on cards, to the dice
nion deck. The bookkeeper passes
see All Aboard in section 7-1. If the
MEAT MALLET
1. Resolve the train,
effect
on the current page of the
layer on her left and the new
train has left, explore the
symbols for
SETUP
Storybook. other ways forward.
following:
Each player places her stuffy figure on or adjacent to
the space marked with
. Place the train token on the
gh dirty, hazy air, screaming as the
First Surge: Go to section 7-3.
tracks in the bottom right corner of the map.
eet them. Theadora hit first, quickly
+1
Additional Surges: Reveal a sleep card.
titch.
melee
BONUS: When performing aPlace
on
the
indicated
spaces.
attack, add 1 to red die results.
You approached the strangers who had helped
After this stuffy defeats a minion
d Flops, seconds before Lumpy using
this weapon, gain 1 stuffing.
2. If the surge load
resulted
in One
minions
into play,
the train.
of them,coming
an old, beat-up
(Learn
Core
Rule:
‘Reading
a
Map’
on
er, the squeaker in his leg giving out
with a droopy
noticed turn
page XX of the rulebook or scan the
the minionshippopotamus
will immediately
take face,
a minion
she called from underneath him.
QR code.)
(see pg. 12). you, and so you approached her with a
friendly smile.
and he rolled away. “WhereSarah
–
is making a melee attack with her stuffy.
SPECIAL RULES
3. Discard all of the dice from the threat track.
d in terror.
She rolls 2 red dice and 1 purple die.
“Hello friend,” you said. “May I inquire what
Difficult Terrain: When moving on the heap of toys, 4. Refresh the dice bag. (Return all of the dice in the
it is that you do here?”
around at the strange landscape.
Her Meat Mallet
card
gives
her
red
dice
a
bonus
of
a stuffy loses 1 stuffing for each non-green die used
discard pool to the dice bag.)
landed on a giant mound of toys
+1. Sarah rollstoamove.
red 3,Stuffies
red 1, and
purple
4.
on the train tracks and minions are
“We are the Lost,” the hippo replied, almost
he sky. Past the mound was barren
unaffected by this rule.
to speak
you.a“We
toil for the
dark turn,
Her total is: 3 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 4 = 10
After the Checkafraid
Threat
steptoand
possible
minion
tless more heaps of toys that reached
one in the fortress, collecting supplies for his
above. Here and there, crawlies
All Aboard: It requires using a red die to move onto thecontinue with the next player’s turn (the player to the left
factory-fortress.
ste, picking at choice parts. Farther
train. If at any time, all stuffies are on the train token, of the current player).
fies could see a huge factory
to page 11, section 11-1.
“That sounds awful!” you declared. “Why
Note: A purple die isturn
used
‘in place’ of another colored die.
o the sky, and large machines on
don’t you quit?”
Theprobing
purple die does not ‘become’ the other color.
bled over the landscape,
arms.
“Lord Crepitus destroys all those who refuse
Examples:
his orders,” the hippo replied.
You try to pull the red wagon free.
d Flops.
Melee Weapon

1

Paws • Household • Kitchen

• Bash

7-2

You may use a purple die in place of:

The train blew its horn and you said, “I’m
sorry, but we have to catch that train. Thank
you for your help.”

Perform a red/strength skill test,
before,” said Stitch sadly. “It is
a
red
die
when
making
difficulty:a5.melee
(Learnattack
Core Rule: ‘Skill Test
between worlds, filled with toys
on page XX of the rulebook or scan the QR code.)

a green die to move across a green line

PASS: You manage to pull the red wagon out.
heir toys?” asked Lumpy,a and
tearsdie to search
yellow
Retrieve the Red Wagon item card from the discovery
es.
a blue die when stack
making
a blue
skill test
and place
it nearby.
The stuffies hop in the wagon and try to catch that train by
a way to get home to our little girl,”
riding down the hill to where the train rounds the bend.
You may NOT:
Gain 1 heart. Go to page 9, section 9-1 (even if there are
g,” hissed Flops, her longuse
earsLumpy’s ability
minions
in play).purple dice (as it can
to re-roll
hind us!” The stuffies turned
only re-roll blue dice).
FAIL: Trying to dislodge the wagon causes an avalanche of
gh, they could make out a train not
parts
to fallusing
on you.them
Digging
und below. Battered stuffed
addanimals
+1 to purpletoy
dice
when
toyou free costs time.
Reveal a sleep
card.
rain. Their backs were bent
by large
attack
with the Rubber
Bands
item (as it adds
to the train one by one, and a large
+1 only to green dice)
reach down, and lift the bags off
em onto a train car. The train gave
You watch in dismay as the train lumbers away, clickitymoke, and slowly began to grind
clacking down the misshapen tracks.
ies ran up to the train with some
and Theadora, with her sharp eyes,
SETUP
rried by a crawly.
Remove the train token from play. Any
d. “They’re putting our girl’s blanket
stuffies on the train must be placed on
the track near the edge where the train
left. Generate a random encounter.
!” barked Stitch. “We’d better hoof it
(Learn Core Rule: ‘Encounters’ on page
oing to catch that train!”
XX of the rulebook or scan the QR code.)

“The train goes to Squalor,” offered the hippo.
“If you can’t catch it, you’ll have to pass
through Bramblebum.”
You can travel to Bramblebum at the end
of any player’s turn as long as there are no
minions in play. Go to page 13, section 13-1.

2

“What about that over there?” asked Flops,
pointing to an old red wagon that protruded
from the mound. “That might get us down
quicker. It might break our necks too, but it
sure looks like a lot of fun!”

7-3

If the train has left and you would like to chase
it in the red wagon, go to section 7-2.

Restless

Back in her bedroom, the tiny child shivered
and curled up for warmth. Back at the Heaps,
the ground lurches, setting off an avalanche
of toys!
All stuffies not on train track spaces lose
1 stuffing.
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MINION TURN

Target

1
To resolve a minion turn do the following steps in order:
1. Minion Activation
Roll

2

Move
Target
Attack

3

2. Discard Threat and Refresh Dice

1. MINION ACTIVATION
Starting with the minion at the top of the minion column,
minions are activated 1 at a time until each minion in
play has been activated once. To activate a minion do the
following in order:

Determine which stuffy the minion will target for an
attack by following these steps:

Roll

1. If there are no stuffies within the minion’s range, it
will not attack.

Take a die off the threat track and roll it. Match the
number result to an action on the minion’s card. That
action will determine the minion’s speed, range and
strength for the activation as well as any special rules that
apply during the action.

Move
Move the minion by following these steps:
1. If the minion is adjacent to a stuffy, do not move it.
2. Otherwise, move the minion toward the nearest stuffy
(the stuffy that would require the least amount of
movement to become adjacent to) until
it becomes adjacent to that stuffy
or until it has moved a number
of spaces equal to its speed,
whichever comes first.
(If multiple stuffies are
equally close, the current
bookkeeper decides which
of those stuffies the
minion will move
toward.) Minions
can move across
solid colored
lines (except
solid white
lines) without
penalty.
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2. If there is only 1 stuffy within the minion’s range, it
will target that stuffy.
3. If there are multiple stuffies within the minion’s range,
it will target the closest stuffy. (If multiple stuffies are
equally close, the current bookkeeper decides which of
those stuffies the minion will target.)
Note: Minions can target across solid colored lines (except
solid white lines).

Attack
The minion now attacks its target. To resolve that attack,
follow these steps.
1. The attacking minion deals damage equal to the
minion’s strength.
2. If the target stuffy has a die stored on its card, the
stuffy may choose to defend against the attack by
rolling the stored die and blocking damage up to the
roll result.
3. Remove a number of stuffing from the target stuffy
equal to the unblocked damage. If a stuffy loses all of
its stuffing it becomes collapsed. See the Collapsed
section below.
4. If the target stuffy defended with a die and blocked
ALL of the damage (lost no stuffing) then that die is
returned to the stuffy’s card. Otherwise, the die is
discarded.
After activating a minion, discard the black threat die
used to determine its action and activate the next minion
in the minion column.

2. DISCARD THREAT AND REFRESH DICE
Once all minions have been activated once, discard any
black threat dice remaining on the threat track, return all
dice in the discard pool to the dice bag and continue to the
next player’s turn.

COLLAPSED
When a stuffy loses all of its stuffing, it becomes collapsed.
When a stuffy collapses, tip its figure over on its side and
discard all of its status cards, buttons and hearts. Reveal
a sleep card. A collapsed stuffy cannot take any actions,
have a die stored on it or use item cards. A collapsed stuffy
still takes its turn, it just cannot take any actions on that
turn if it is still collapsed after the Find Stuffing step of its
turn. Minions ignore collapsed stuffies.
A stuffy will return from being collapsed if it gains 1 or
more stuffing. A collapsed stuffy can gain stuffing when
another stuffy takes an encourage action to give it a
stuffing or by finding stuffing on its turn using a white
stuffing die.

DEFENDING
Sometimes the Storybook or a card instructs that a stuffy
receives a number of damage. Stuffies can defend against
this damage in the same way as defending against a
minion attack.

HEARTS AND BUTTONS
BUTTONS
When a stuffy defeats a minion, that stuffy will
gain a button. The game will direct players on
when buttons can be spent. When a button is
spent it is returned to the supply.

HEARTS
At times the game will direct players to gain a
heart. A heart can be spent to perform an earned
ability on your stuffy’s card. A stuffy’s active
ability can be performed without having to
spend a heart. Both earned abilities and active
abilities can be performed at any time, unless
otherwise specified on your stuffy’s card. When a
heart is spent it is returned to the supply.

END OF GAME
If all stuffies are collapsed at the same time the players
lose. Players win if the stuffies are successful in their
quest as directed by the Storybook.

STATUS CARDS
Stuffies can be affected by a variety of conditions such as
scared, angry or torn. When a stuffy “becomes” something
it means to place the corresponding status card on that
stuffy, e.g. when a stuffy becomes worried, place a worried
status card on it. A stuffy cannot have two status cards of
the same type placed on it.

SLEEP CARDS
Each time a stuffy collapses or the Storybook directs you
to, you must reveal a card from the sleep deck. Asleep cards
have no effect. Restless cards may have an effect if one is
described in the sidebar of the current Storybook page. If
the Waking card is revealed, players no longer reveal sleep
cards when directed to. The Waking ending will trigger
(instead of the Asleep ending) if the stuffies win.
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GLOSSARY
Adjacent: The 8 spaces that are pointed to in the example
are adjacent to the space with the figure on it.

Equipment Slot: Each stuffy has 4 equipment slots: Head,
Body, Paws, and Accessory. Each slot can have only 1 card
equipped to it.
Figure: The miniatures representing the players’ stuffies
and the minions in play.
Group Task: A task that multiple stuffies can contribute
attribute dice to on each of their turns.
Heart: The game will grant players hearts for
accomplishing different story related tasks. Players can
spend hearts to use 1 of their stuffy’s earned abilities.
Item: A type of card that players can get by searching.
Map: A page of the Storybook that figures are placed on
and moved around.
Party Item: An item that, once found, is put in reach of all
players and is available to all players to use.
Range: The number of spaces away an attack can reach.

Attribute Dice: Dice that allow you to perform actions on
your turn. They are red, green, yellow, blue and purple.
Button: A form of in-game currency that a player gets
each time her stuffy defeats a minion. The game will
inform players on when they can spend buttons.
Collapsed: A stuffy that has lost all of its stuffing
has collapsed.
Minion: The game’s enemies, consisting of a minion
figure and a minion card. There are 3 types of minions:
Normal, Leader and Boss.

Skill Test: A test with a target number. Players will roll
a specific color of dice to take a skill test. The roll result
must meet or exceed the test’s target number to pass
that test.
Sleep Deck: A deck of cards that a card is revealed from
each time a stuffy collapses and each time the Storybook
directs players to reveal a sleep card. If the Waking card
is revealed, players no longer reveal sleep cards when
directed to. The Waking ending will trigger (instead of the
Asleep ending) if the stuffies win.
Space: A single square of the grid laid over a map.

Minion Column: A column of minion cards that is created
when generating an encounter. The column determines
the order in which minions will activate, starting with the
minion at the top of the column and moving down the
column in order.

Status Card: Effects that are attached to stuffies when the
game directs.

Minion Turn: A turn that consists of each minion being
activated once.

Stuffy: The stuffed animal characters the players play as.

Defend: Roll a die stored on a character card to block 1 or
more damage.
Discard: Discarding a die means moving it to the
discarded die pool. Discarding a card means moving it to
the discard pile of the deck it came from.
Encounter: An encounter is when minions are brought
into play.
Encourage: An action that can be taken by a player to give
1 of her stuffy’s stuffing to another stuffy or to store 1 of
her dice on another player’s stuffy card.
14

Stuffing Dice: These white dice allow a stuffy to regain
stuffing during the Find Stuffing step. Stuffing dice are
sometimes referred to as white dice.

Surge: When there are no minions in play and the number
of dice on the threat track is equal to or higher than the
number of stuffies in play, a surge ( ) happens. Each
page has its own surge effect(s).
Threat Dice: These black dice represent the growing
danger facing the stuffies. When minions take their turn,
these are used to determine minion actions. Threat dice
are sometimes referred to as black dice.
Threat Track: The track on the sideboard where black
threat dice are placed when drawn.
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